Dos & Don’ts before JEE Main
Dear Students
We are confident that you have prepared very well & ready for the JEE Main.
Here are some guidelines which will help you to avoid last minute mistakes &
hassles and to ensure better performance.

The day before the exam


Help some pep talk with yourself to strengthen your confidence.



You can visit the test center location to estimate the time taken to reach the
center. Scan through the important points.



Don’t study throughout the day. Finish your revision by 4 pm on the eve of the
exam day and relax your mind in the evening. Always remember that a
relaxed mind can perform better.



Check your stationery such as pen, pencil, eraser, sharpener, hall ticket etc.
and keep all at one place. Keep your admit card with those.



Don’t forget to take a watch with you. If the watch is having a timer setting
facility, it is better.



Some students complain of nausea or headache during the test or just before
the test. So keep relevant medicines handy in consultation with your
physician. Set alarm for the next day.

During the day of JEE MAIN


Reach the test center at least one hour before the examination.



Enter the examination hall in a positive mood to crack the test.



Re-check your stationery and synchronize your wristwatch with the center’s
clock.



Invest time in reading the instructions carefully.



Be attentive in filling the information sheet.



Don’t hesitate to clarify even your simplest doubt with the exam supervisor.



Also see, which questions carry negative marks, if any.



Give all three subjects equal time that means nearly 60 minutes each for
physics, chemistry and mathematics as per your strategy. Set the timer if
possible.



Concentrate on one question at a time.



While attempting questions, go on putting some identification mark against the
non-attempted questions, such as to try later on etc. Attempting to solve all
questions in haste increases the chances of committing errors.



It is better to solve good number of questions faultlessly.



Minimize the possibility of using eraser.



Don’t keep the work of darkening the bubblepending till the end of the exam.
After attempting the questions on each pair of pages darken the bubbles. This
helps to relax your mind for few seconds in between and also to minimize the
chances of errors and omissions in filling the OMR .



Never submit the paper before time. If you have some time in your hand at the
end, better to recheck the solution or go for other unsolved problems.

You must understand that JEE is just an examination based on the syllabi of
standard XI and XII which you have already studied.
Always remember that you are aware of most of the things that will be asked.
Only your mind needs to remain relaxed and balanced to recall those and to
perform at an optimum level. So it is imperative that if you appear the exam with
sound preparation and composed mind, you will definitely perform better and come
out with flying colours.

Wishing you all the Best

Your Professors @
FIITJEE Bhubaneswar Centre

